CDR Jeff Schoep Denounces Violence and Domestic Terrorism as Dishonorable and Not be Tolerated

I want it made perfectly clear to all of our members, supporters, prospective members, readers, etc. that the National Socialist Movement condemns illegal actions and in such we do not endorse any acts of violence or terrorism. The NSM is a White Civil Rights Movement that adheres to political activism, and legal means to restore America to its former glory.

Acts of violence or terrorism against America, or its Citizens is unacceptable, and is NOT tolerated within the ranks of the National Socialist Movement. Those of you who are Party members know that the NSM operates within the laws of the United States and other countries. Those who break serious laws will be expelled from our ranks. Any individual, whom feels compelled to act upon, or advocate illegal actions on their own accord, is expected to resign from the Party, as those goals are clearly not in line with NSM policy.

Most of you already know our stance on these matters; however after reading disturbing articles in newspapers and websites of people that claim to be National Socialist, I am concerned that some members of the American public (whom we are trying to reach with National Socialism) may believe that our Party supports such violence, anarchy or other such vigilantism, therefore I am clarifying our stance once again.

No act of violence, vigilantism, anarchy or any other such off-the-wall behavior will be tolerated by the National Socialist Movement, and if any Member or Supporter is found to violate these rules they will be immediately dismissed. Remember to always think twice before you act, as you have a duty to act with the utmost honor in every facet of your lives as that is what it means to be a National Socialist!
As the violence escalates along our nation’s southern border, the National Socialist Movement continues to flex its muscles in a great show of strength. In the past weeks, NSM members and supporters put boots to the desert sand in two different states -- Arizona and California. These patrols served many purposes and an innumerable amount of objectives were achieved.

Upon arrival at California’s border members and supporters of the NSM were immediately put to the test. On a hike to find an area to establish a camp, we discovered two sets of prints, a cigarette, and beer bottles. We believed the cigarette to have been recently extinguished. It was not brittle from age and had a pungent scent. The bottles did not have sand or dirt caked on them, the labels were not faded, and they had the smell of fresh beer.

Due to the terrain, we would lose the prints while tracking the invaders, but we would later pick up the tracks again. In the rolling hills, we found ourselves in at the California border almost provide the invaders safe passage into our nation.

We tried to find high hill tops to provide a view of the land below, however the invaders could have been behind the next hill a hundred and fifty yards away and we would not have seen them. We had to be careful not to be ‘sky-lined’ and visible.

We studied the foot prints carefully in areas where we discovered other sets. We questioned if they met with another
group, however we believed the other footprints to be old and unrelated. We also had to make sure we followed the same set we had been tracking. Repeatedly the footprints would disappear into rocks or thick vegetation.

After hiking for over an hour over and around the hills, we found the same set of prints heading straight south. This was the break we needed. We were able to guide our comrade driving in the area to a nearby dirt road.

Once we had collected, we made our blitz south leaving one small group behind. What seemed like it would be a quick rush, was in reality a long jog to the border. Although we were spread out, we kept radio contact. When I was about 100 yards from power lines that stretch parallel with the border, I heard the code word over the radio that informed us that a comrade had visual contact with the invaders.

We had a tough hike, and there was steadily increasing radio chatter as our comrade guided us to his position. After we gathered, we all watched as two young men looked around while crouched down under some brush. They talked, and one would occasionally stand and look around. Their actions did not indicate that they were aware of our location.

After about half an hour went by, and they both stood up and walked casually south across the border. They continued, and appeared from time to time as they walked over the hill tops in Mexico. We were able to confirm that the tracks left by the two that fled back into Mexico were the same prints we had been tracking.

They were both well dressed and not prepared for a long trek through the desert. One was wearing a blue baseball cap, and both carried backpacks that appeared to be full. We believed that although a vehicle is easily seen and heard from miles away (easily avoided while on foot), we made the right decision to send out a vehicle patrol.

We think they noticed the vehicle driving around the area, and decided to retreat south near the border and ultimately leave. The other sets of foot prints we discovered were old and probably unrelated to the two invaders we had been tracking.

We made our camp in the near vicinity, and patrolled many miles of the border. We found an enormous amount of evidence that there had been illegal crossings in the area. The region is well travelled. We did not see any Border Patrol in the area other than the helicopter. This area was wide open.

Although the Border Patrol uses ground sensors to monitor foot traffic in some areas, it did not appear that we triggered any
sensors or raised any alarms, despite all of our tracking, hiking, and patrolling. The illegal crossing we witnessed earlier was, however, reported to local authorities.

The weekend patrol was a great success. We turned away two invaders, and discovered new paths and roads that others would undoubtedly travel. The weather was cool and sometimes foggy, saving us from the desert sun. There was little light at night, and sometimes overcast weather left us with poor visibility which allowed us to try new techniques and equipment. We were also able to start training new supporters. We look forward to future operations in both Arizona and California.

NSM Arizona was able to patrol the border on three different operations in the past two weeks. Wednesday, July 7th, they worked on a Recon mission. Saturday, July 10th, and Sunday, July 11th, they patrolled the border with a different set of objectives. And Wednesday, July 14th, ST Hughes helped lead a group in a coalition effort which was able to capture 11 illegal aliens.

ST. Hughes invited the individual from California to join him after a local Arizona group/organization cancelled their patrols. **It is the strength, dedication, and loyalty of NSM members that allows us to lead the way in border operations. It is our years of experience and knowledge of the border, training, and commitment that makes the operations successful.** What follows is the report of ST Harry Hughes.

Today was one of the hottest days of the summer. We decided to conduct an illegal alien/drug smuggler patrol in the Sonoran Desert National Monument.

We were barely into our patrol when we noticed some suspicious objects along the road. We stopped to investigate, and discovered several field improvised shoulder straps made of twine and burlap. Drug mules use these to carry heavy loads of marijuana on their backs. When they reach their destination, they are discarded.

Thirty minutes later, we observed a small group of Hispanic male subjects walking north in a wash. We stopped, and they ran like rabbits through the brush. These guys were not crop pickers looking for a better life. They were obviously up to no good.

Further down the wash, we discovered more field improvised shoulder straps and several ski masks. Southern Arizona is not much of a ski area, so it’s quite possible these masks were used for something less legal. I’m thinking home invasion or armed robbery. There’s certainly no need to keep
your face warm when it’s 115 degrees outside.

After circling the area, we continued on with our patrol when it appeared that those guys were not going to come out of the bush anytime soon. Eventually, we came across an abandoned cattle watering area. Sitting under a water tank, were 11 suspected illegal aliens. They quickly gave themselves up and asked for water. We provided them with water and asked them if anyone needed medical attention.

They told us that their coyote abandoned them out in the desert and that they were out there for eight days. It’s possible that their coyote was actually sitting amongst them. There’s no way to be sure. They were still a good day’s hike from anything resembling civilization, and they were completely out of water. Some of them were exhausted from walking and the intense heat. A couple of them had badly blistered feet.

We notified the Pinal County Sheriff’s office and the Border Patrol. Being in a remote area, we expected an extend ETA for a response. During the wait, we must have handed out 30-40 20 oz. bottles of water. They drank it all.

Once the Border Patrol agents arrived, the subjects were carefully searched for contraband and taken into custody. Ultimately, they will arrive back in Mexico, re-hydrated, fed and no worse for wear. One of the subjects said that he wouldn’t try crossing over in the summer again. I really don’t blame him.

For those of you that call us ‘racists’ or ‘vigilantes,’ you can add another name to that list. That name is “Humanitarian.” When was the last time a liberal journalist or keyboard commando offered up their own water to someone he/she particularly didn’t like?!

On Wednesday, July 7, 2010, a registered Supporter and I embarked on a 17 hour mission to gather intelligence on the Mexican Border between Sasabe and Nogales, AZ. We investigated Nogales, the Pena Blanco National Recreation Area, the California Gulch west of the ghost town, "Ruby," and the Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge. This covered approximately 45 miles of the border area.

There were multiple Border Patrol checkpoints in and around Nogales and Sasabe, AZ. I made contact with Border Patrol agents on multiple occasions and received some Intel. I was told the smuggling areas became most active at night. Just before sunset, I finally got pulled over by the Border Patrol. They informed me that the route I was traveling on was a known smuggling route. Not much of a surprise.
Portable towers with remote cameras are located in various places. Each time I approached the border, Border Patrol agents made contact with me. They were friendly, and it was easy to see that the area along the border fence is closely watched.

When we approached the Port of Entry at Sasabe, we were asked for "our papers" and then permitted to take photographs. The guards at the border asked us not to take their pictures for security reasons. In Nogales, the port of entry was much busier, and the guards didn't really notice us taking pictures. Ironically, the area just beyond the gate is a shopping district.

On Saturday, July 10, I met up with a young man from California and conducted an evening and night patrol of the Sonoran Desert National Monument and the Vekol Valley which lies on the Pinal/Maricopa County line. During the last two weeks, nine illegal aliens in distress were rescued from this area. Three bodies were also recovered from the vicinity recently.

It wasn't long before we discovered several water bottles and backpacks within sight of Interstate 8. Illegals drop their gear and put on clean clothes so they may blend in better once they make it to civilization.

We noticed the smell of rotting flesh along Smith Road just south of a donkey rescue ranch, so we dismounted and investigated. We discovered a dead horse lying next to more discarded backpacks. Somebody probably dumped it there.

While just south of Interstate, a helicopter buzzed by and hovered for a while just west of our location. This doesn't normally happen. Eventually, he flew off.
Shortly before sun down, we departed Smith Road and drove to Vekol Road. It had rained there the other day, so most of the old tracks were erased. We walked several loops through brush and washes. Just before dark, we walked up on a rattlesnake and it took off for cover passing right in front of my feet.

We didn't find any illegal aliens on this patrol, but I did spend quite a bit of time teaching my comrade about how illegal aliens operate once they jump the border. Hopefully, he'll take this information and apply it in his home state while conducting his own patrols in the very near future.

**EDITOR’S NOTE**

The NSM-EXCLUSIVE picture you see above is a corpse of an actual illegal alien found on one of these patrols. Besides the sovereignty of America and its White people, NSM must point out how insanely illogical illegal aliens are by crossing this country’s deserts. We call upon the leaders of America and other nations to enact legislation stopping this travesty!
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION: AMERICA'S ACHILLES HEEL
By Commander Jeff Schoep/National Socialist Movement

The state of our nation today is one of the single greatest concerns of all Americans living today and rightfully so considering we are facing what could be the worst financial crisis as a Nation since the Great Depression of 1929.

Today's youth and our current working class generation is the first in over 60 years to have it worse than our previous generations. Those of you with grandparents or great-grandparents who remember the Great Depression can recount the similarities, and teach our generation lessons of endurance and the triumph of the human spirit with their ability to overcome those dark days in our Nation's history.

True to form, this article is not meant to beleaguer the troubled state of our country, but rather offer an insight to the problem, and promote the street-level activism that is critical as history has proven to enact any real change.

As Americans, and Patriots, it is our duty to protect and defend our nations -- be it from enemies from within or outside the gates. Let me refer to a quote by a wise American Patriot, Mark Twain:

In times of change, the patriot is a scarce man; brave, hated and scorned. When his cause succeeds, however, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot.

Considering the current state of affairs here in America, Twain's words seem as if they could have been written today. Those of us manning the barricades in the fight against illegal immigration, and defense of our homelands today are those scarce “patriots.”

The time is critical my fellow Americans, if you are unwilling to take a stand for your folk and land now, you have already surrendered and lost the battle. Your children and future generations face an uncertain future that could be wrought with the loss of liberty, freedom, and the loss of what we know to be America itself as well as other countries.

Currently we witness one administration after another in Washington DC that is all too willing to entertain the masses with false hope, such as bailing out the greedy Wall Street bankers with YOUR tax dollars, or offering amnesty to illegal aliens whom they claim are just coming here to take the jobs we American's do not want.
The current unemployment rate in parts of America range from 10% to over 30% here in metro Detroit. (Some figures claim Detroit is closer to 50% unemployment in the city itself!) Yet, the politicians tell us that the illegal aliens are just taking the jobs no one wants, while 30% of American's wonder how they will feed their families dinner this evening!

In 2008, banks foreclosed on nearly one million American homes, a number was expected to double in 2009, with no sign of improvement for 2010. This does not include the number of Americans whom are living paycheck-to-paycheck just to pay the bills. This is what I refer to as slave wages, making just enough to survive.

The questions remain of how did things get this bad, and how can we fix them? Many of you feel powerless to stand up to a system that is hell-bent on its own self preservation, with their gated communities padded from the outside world. They wallow in greed and corruption, while 1/3 of their fellow countrymen they swore to serve and protect go without life's basic comforts, and sometimes without food or proper medical care.

The solution to these ills rests in the hands of YOU, the American people, and the White people of the world. Historically and in every nation where major changes have taken place it has been done through the streets. Changes will never be made by whining, complaining, clicking away at a keyboard, or talk alone. Changes are made through actions, not words.

Many Americans have taken to the streets in defiance and these efforts must be stepped up and increase ten-fold, in order to bring about a change mass grassroots action is needed. This means YOU, the worker, the everyman, the coal miner, the fast food worker, the autoworkers, the police, the military, the unemployed, and the patriot! Consider this a call to action, a call to duty, a final call to stand up and defend your nation against those who would see us demoralized, defeated and our way of life decimated in favor of cheap illegal immigrant labor.

Illegal immigration is only one of the problems our nations face, but I especially consider it America’s Achilles heel regarding the current state of our nation.

The first order of business should be to bring the armed forces home from the Zionist wars of aggression in Muslim lands, and reassign them to defend America’s borders.

Next, all illegal aliens residing in the U.S. should be mass deported to their nations of origin. After the illegal's are removed from our nation, many jobs will free up Americans out of work. An America First Policy across the boards would reinvigorate our economy, and nationalist policy in all domestic matters, with little to no concern for nations outside of our own is the only solid policy to return America to its glory.
Until America takes care of its own people first, our government has no right or place to dictate the policy of foreign nations or meddle in their affairs, as was once learned by the failed Roman State, and continues through current U.S. imperialistic policy dictated to foreign powers that be today.

We all know the problems that face our nations today, now it is up to YOU -- yes you, the individual to bring about that change!

America was founded upon great pretense, by courageous men who risked their very lives, many of whom were martyred fighting against occupational forces in their day in the pursuit of liberty and a free nation.

Our fight today is similar in many ways, we face a system that has rotted from within, a system that no longer looks out for American’s first, but one that caters to foreign invaders, and the weight of the world is currently upon it watching and waiting to see if it can climb back from the depths of the current financial slump. A radical change must take place to raise the current system from the ashes, and National Socialism offers that change and a permanent solution with our America First policies.

A call to action and boots in the streets in mass numbers is what it will take. It does not matter what specific group you fight for, be it the National Socialist Movement (obviously our first choice), or another similar grass roots movement that is taking the message to the streets. What is critical now is that everyone whom is physically able should take legal actions in the streets whenever possible, and those not able to assist physically should aid in such efforts financially or by other means at their disposal. No excuses, no waiting, no run to the hills cowardly retreating from the fray, ‘man-up,’ and stand on the barricades for your people and nation now while you still have the right to do so!

The National Socialist Movement has been and will continue to be at the forefront and on the frontlines in this struggle. We have Marched and held successful rallies against illegal immigration and American First events all over the Nation, from Arizona, to Missouri, to Minnesota, to South Carolina, to Texas, to Washington DC, to nearly all States in the U.S. We will continue to march on. See you on the front lines!
April 17th, 2010, the National Socialist Movement rallied in front of downtown Los Angeles City Hall as part of our ongoing campaign to reclaim the Southwest. This location was selected because of Mayor Villaraigosa and the City Council’s refusal to follow U.S. laws concerning illegal immigration, and Los Angeles status as a Sanctuary City for illegal aliens. L.A. was also selected because Southern California is literally the front lines of this fight against the invading menace of Third World aliens, which in turn has resulted in the White Minority in the area to feel like foreigners in their own land. The end result has been a highly motivated and energized White resistance Movement spearheaded by the NSM in the area.

Behind a booming public address system approximately 75 members of the NSM, along with a couple dozen additional supporters, independents, and members of other groups made our voices heard in the sanctuary city as we stood in
defiance against illegal immigration, corrupt politicians, and the businesses that hire illegals. Commander Schoep spoke on the National Socialist Movement’s continued commitment to an America first policy as patriots, and as a third party solution to the problems that plague our country.

He further explained to the flash mob that the Mexicans should embrace their own form of Nationalism, and return to their Homeland to reclaim their own destiny, not shove their Nationalism down American throats on American soil! Guest speaker Jimmy Marr of the Pacifica Forum announced his support of our efforts and spoke eloquently on White Civil Rights. Our local NSM Unit announced the future participation in local and national elections and promised additional street level activism. This rally against sanctuary cities and illegal immigration was just the beginning of our mission to “Reclaim the Southwest.”

We stood in defiance of the status quo, and the unruly masses that wish for America to stay its course and collapse under the weight of unchecked immigration. We will not sit idly by as Mexicans march on our streets and demand the same rights reserved for American citizens. An allied assortment of minority groups (now the majority in Los Angeles), led by openly communist groups who flew red communist flags, alongside of abhorrent homosexual advocates, and violent anarchists from a collection of ARA and violent anti-police, anti-white, and anti-American forces unlawfully assembled to block off streets and protest against us, in a pathetic attempt to keep us from exercising our First Amendment Rights.

The anti-racist and openly communist groups were blinded by hate, and once again showed their true colors by assaulting numerous innocent people in the crowd, including an attack on one of their own who they assumed was an NSM supporter. A second unprovoked,
cowardly attack by the unwashed mob was a gang style assault against an older white man with pro-White tattoo’s which took place before we arrived. A number of other supporters did not make it to the meeting location in time, and braved the mob in order to hear the message of hope and resistance. It is interesting to note that yet again, as almost every time we stage a peaceful march, rally, or protest, the enemies of the American way of life and free speech attack innocent people with violence.

After the rally we made one more stand against the nefarious groups. When we arrived at our parking area glass bottles, rocks and concrete rained down from the sky at the southwest corner. Our men immediately responded by
raising our shields to protect the vehicles and members entering their cars. If not for the men who raised the shields and charged to the front of what was starting to develop into what could best be described as the start of a riot, a number of people could have been hit with large chunks of concrete and brick. The rally was a complete success and the solidarity amongst those whom attended was second to none in the face of such violence. We look forward to future activism in the area. The media reported that four members of the unruly crowd were arrested, yet when the bricks and concrete were flying the media chose not to report much of that.

The rally was not the only successful event that day. After the rally in front of City Hall the National Socialist Movement hosted their 2010 National Meeting in Los Angeles. With a solid base, and new membership on the rise in the Southwest, the NSM held their first National meeting in sunny California. Although California was once not considered a NSM stronghold, the tide has definitely turned. We enjoyed a great turnout and discussed internal party business and future plans for our National Socialist party. We enjoyed a fantastic meal cooked for us by Krista and Beverly and we will not soon forget your dedication to feeding the hungry troops. Commander Schoep and the NSM leadership stand strong and swell with the pride at hosting a National event in the Wild West. The members and unit leaders of the Southwest have done an excellent job in recruitment and solidifying our presence in the region to make the 2010 in Los Angels possible. The event was a great experience and was made possible by STFC Butch, STFC Norman, Cpl Krista, and Beverly. We are all grateful for your devotion and service.
Thank you to the members and supporters of the National Socialist Movement and everyone else who stood strong with us as we took the illegal immigration issue directly into downtown Los Angeles to send a strong message that there is resistance to this madness that is destroying our Nation, and we will face them anytime, anywhere, even in their beloved sanctuary citie
Hail, Comrades!

On November, 28th, in the city of Rostov-on-Don, the concert featured Kolovrat the first original RAC band from Russia. At the concert were more than a hundred comrades from various cities and regions of Russia. The sponsoring organizations were: NSM88 Russian Division, 61/23 Skinhead Brotherhood and the organization of Russian Nationalists under the name Russian Image. The Action was to support NS and Nationalist political prisoners and was very successful. All of us have perfectly spent time, have communicated with old friends and had the great pleasure of listening to remarkable White rock.

HAIL NSM88!
FREEDOM TO RIGHT POLITICAL PRISONERS!
NSM88 Russian Division
UK ELECTION REPORT AND ANALYSIS
By J. Mitch, Country Leader, NSM-UK

On the 6th May 2010, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland had its general election for its national government. The intention of this article is to give the reader a basic insight in the murky world that is British politics by bring certain stories that we feel relevant and of interest to NSM Members.

First of all, the conservatives. They are the party of capitalism in the UK, but as such they some strange communist bed-fellows. Tory leader and current Prime Minister David Cameron (a signatory to the Unite Against Fascism -- the British version of the ARA -- founding statement), and Scottish Conservative parliamentary candidate Richard Cook have been pictured together. Capitalists and Communists appear, on the surface, to be complete opposites. By comparing the policies they support or oppose and the things we White National Socialists support or oppose, it's obvious the Conservative Party and the Reds are one and the same in the UK.

Marxists and Capitalists both support internationalism, multiracialism, race-mixing and the destruction of the family unit, the murder of unborn children, the removal of ancient national boundaries, and the destruction of cultural differences. White Nationalists oppose all these unnatural policies.

The terms 'left' and 'right' originated in pre-revolutionary eighteenth century France where the opponents of the ruling class sat of the left-hand side of the parliamentary chamber and those in support of the monarchy sat on the right-hand side.

Those terms are now redundant, and the only two political labels that can be given to political factions in Britain today are...
'Pro-British' and 'Anti-British'. We White National Socialists are the former, everyone else is the latter!

Next, on the list Liberal Democrats, who are probably the worst political party in the UK as they are for the total destruction of the White British People in Britain.

In fact, there are stories connecting convicted pedophile, Robert Somper, to the current leader of the Liberal Democrat party and Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg.

According to one account, “Somper was snared after tenants found Polaroid’s of a nude 11-year-old boy that had been posted to the defendant’s London address.” Police reportedly later found Somper’s locked bedroom crammed with twisted videos, photographs and scrapbooks filled with articles about child sex abuse. Police also found downloaded images of child rape and simulated torture on a shared computer in the living room.

Somper told detectives: “I have kept that aspect of my life separate....”

The next is the openly Fabian Marxist Labour Party. When I read Mein Kampf and our Fürher Adolf Hitler wrote about the Social Democrats, it was easy to see that in the UK, these people are for the total destruction of our race and nation. We just had to suffer thirteen years of mis-rule from this party!

Here’s a quote from David Miliband a Jew, shadow foreign secretary, a front runner for the Labour party leader and leader of the opposition. The Foreign Secretary’s remarks to the BBC Radio 4 Great Lives program condoning terrorism in some circumstances are an absolute disgrace, and should be disowned by the Prime Minister.

The Radio 4 interview focused on the life of South African Marxist Joe Slovo, a leading member of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the military wing of the Communist African National Congress (ANC). The ANC’s bombing campaign included the targeting and killing of civilians.

As The Daily Mail reported when asked by presenter Matthew Parris whether terrorism can ever be justified, Miliband said, “Yes, there are circumstances in which it is justifiable, and yes, there are circumstances in which it is effective...The importance for me is that the South African example proved something remarkable: it looked like a regime that would last forever, and it was blown down.”

“It is hard to argue that, on its own, a political struggle would have delivered. The striking at the heart of a regime’s claim on a monopoly of power, which the ANC’s armed wing represented, was very significant.”
Miliband and the establishment’s hero was oddly enough, none other than Nelson Mandela.

The Jewish Chronicle has published a list of Jewish MPs in Britain’s parliament. It names 24 – Conservatives 12, Labour 10 and Liberal Democrats two.

The Jewish population in the UK is 280,000 or 0.46 per cent. There are 650 seats in the House of Commons so, as a proportion, Jewish entitlement is only three seats. With 24 seats, Jews are eight times over-represented. This means, of course, that other groups must be under-represented.

The UK’s Muslim population is 2.4 million, or 3.93 per cent of the population. Their proportional entitlement is 25 seats, but they have only eight – a serious shortfall.

If Muslims were over-represented to the same extent as the Jews (i.e. eight times) they’d have 200 seats. Meanwhile two Jews – the Miliband brothers – are battling for the leadership of the beaten Labour Party.

Ed Miliband (former energy secretary) is 40 and David Miliband (former foreign secretary) 44, both far too young to lead this country, especially when neither has achieved anything worthwhile in the real world outside politics!

Jewish over-representation is only part of the problem. An even bigger worry is the huge number of non-Jew Zionists that have stealthily infiltrated every level of political and institutional life. They swell the pro-Israel lobby to such a phenomenal extent that it accounts for an enormous 80 per cent of the Conservative Party, which is now in power with the Liberal Democrats in tow as their junior coalition partner.

Too many pro-Israel MPs speak and act as if they would rather wave the Israeli flag than the Union Jack. These “Israel-first” MPs refuse to condemn the illegal occupation, the racist policies and the war crimes. As Israel’s interest often clashes with Britain’s, their defense of the indefensible inevitably raises questions about loyalty, a serious issue given the number of Zionists in public life.

In the UK, we don’t have an AIPAC as such, but rather each major political party has a ‘friend’ of Israel internal lobby group, which is composed of Israeli friendly members of each political party.

Finally, the BNP. Although they are far from what we believe and got over 500,000 votes and won no seats in parliament, I feel that is story is worth a read,

A BNP candidate’s campaign descended into an ugly street brawl as he traded blows with Asian youths while canvassing.

When he told them to ‘move on’, one of the youths spat in his face, which lead to him retaliating in self defense with series of punches which floored the teenager.

BNP leader Nick Griffin had earlier been pelted with tomatoes by several white youths as he campaigned in Barking hoping to take the seat from Labour’s Margaret Hodge.

Griffin later claimed that the fight was the result of a “campaign of hatred and dehumanization against any group of people, in this case US.”
He told the BBC: “The people have spoken, this is a democratic vote and everyone has to go along with that...and if there are a few crazies or thugs on the streets, I’m sure the police will deal with them quite quickly. The more people in the media talk this up as an issue, the more silly kids on the streets will be inclined to take the law into their hands.” Once again this proves for Britain and as in the America, there is but one solution – a strong national socialist government to take charge.

ART OF THE MARCH
A photo-essay based on the YouTube video by Kevin James

A few have suggested that NSM troops need to learn more about marching. A refresher course might help. In this photo-essay based on a YouTube video (“The Art of the March”), find out some of basics tips from these screenshots:

Respect EVENT LEADERS and LAW ENFORCEMENT

To find correct distance between fellow marchers, raise you left arm parallel to the ground and look to the far right.

‘AT-EASE’
(standing in-place; eyes and head follow person in-charge; NO TALKING)

‘Forward MARCH’
 Individuals march left foot first (about 24-inch step, with 80-120 steps per minute).

NSM MARCHES IN THREE LINES;
Women and children and elderly
Stormtroopers and active members SURROUND them

We are MARCHING into HISTORY
LEADING BY EXAMPLE
By Delaware Unit Leader, Brian S.

Loyalty, respect, honor, leadership, and bravery are the hallmarks of the true national socialist. It is also of the utmost importance to try to lead by example.

The NSM is a voluntary organization. Those like myself who are members, have entered into a kind of ‘contract of loyalty’ with the organization. Loyalty to the organization is paramount. The success of the organization depends on the loyalty of its members. For myself, I have pledged my loyalty to the NSM, its leadership, and those whom it shall appoint. For me, this is an unbreakable oath. The worth of a man or woman is measured in the bond of their word. This is an example for others to follow.

Respect can take many forms. For me as a national socialist, it means respect for my race, my family, my elders, my comrades and myself. Respect means not participating in counterproductive character assassination, infighting, and rumor mongering. I am above it and everyone else should be too. Respect for my race means helping members of my racial family whenever I can. Respect for my family means guiding them as a parent should, and bringing them up to put the interests of their folk ahead of petty concerns. Respecting my elders means affording them the honor and deference they have earned. Respect for my comrades means helping them when possible, listening to them when required, and being a true friend to march beside. Finally, respect for myself means not defiling myself with the impure products of a diseased society. It is important to maintain one’s physical appearance even down to the uniform. These are examples of respect.

Honor, for me is truth in the words I speak. It is the promises I make and keep. It is the fact that I can always be trusted to do right by my organization and my comrades. It is always doing my best for my racial family as well as those close to me. Finally, it means standing tall until the bitter end.

Leadership is an integral part of any organization. We must respect our leaders because in them we have placed our faith and trust. We must also serve as leaders ourselves -- each and every one of us -- leaders in our families, leaders in our communities, and leaders within our organization.

Finally, it is bravery that distinguishes comrades from the rabble. It is not brave to blindly follow an order or to provoke a fight. True bravery resides in those who knowing the consequences and the odds, strive for victory in the face of the enemy. To be a national socialist fighting for an ideal of purity in a world as diseased as this is an act of bravery in itself. Our daily lives are filled with acts of bravery. From the mothers who give life to our children to the men who protect that life. We must be brave and resolute in our duty and in our convictions. This is the true test of bravery.

I try to live by these principles each and every day. I realize that no one is perfect. I myself have my flaws but I continually strive to overcome them. We must always remember that together we are strong. Together we are one -- One people striving for its continuing existence upon this Earth. I will make a promise to all national socialist comrades around the world. Look to the barricades in the streets, there you will find me. Look to the comrades marching arm in arm, there you will find me. I will be there marching beside you until the breath leaves my body and my eyes are closed forever. I will defend you to the last drop of my blood. Even if I fall there will be those left to honor my memory as man and a comrade.
UNIT AND REGION REPORTS
NSM Region One

January 9, 2010 in New York City was a most successful meeting that also resulted in several new members that day.

We had a great showing of about a dozen new comrades, and worked on very important issues for the movement, specifically in the Detroit/Michigan area. We are getting organized in Detroit and great things are on the horizon for us here in the area and for the movement as a whole.

Thank you to all that made the meeting possible, and keep your eye out for things coming soon from the Detroit unit!

UNIT AND REGION REPORTS
Cpl Jason H., NSM Region Two Coordinator

NSM Region 2 (NJ, PA, DE, MD)

Our regional meeting was held in Pennsylvania during February. It was by far our most impressive local meeting to date. NSM PA West unit had located a nice dining hall. Several prospects along with 15 members (most in full uniform) attended. We ate well, had our monthly raffle, two other prizes were also donated for the drawing.

We discussed our progress, next set of goals as we continue to achieve them ahead of schedule. There was a large literature handout to be done afterwards at a national chain store. As the members proceeded to do the handout, some were approached by security and told they were not allowed to do it there and must leave. Management also came out and threatened to call the police. We informed them we will wait for the authorities to show up before we continue. I told all members to wait in their vehicles and I would handle this, they all refused and proudly stood by me as we waited.

After a short time waiting they never showed up. I and two other members proceeded to enter the store to speak with management. They continued to try and argue with us and one tried intimidating us. I informed
them this was our legal, constitutional right and duty to inform the public of what is going on with our country.

I suggested they call the authorities so this could be handled in a civil manner. They refused! They were informed them we were going to continue. We had excellent involvement with the public as many were handed out person-to-person, with some of them asking for extra copies to pass out to their friends. An estimated 500 handouts were giving out. As we walked back to our vehicles, we picked up those few that we found to be discarded on the parking lot grounds. We refused to be intimidated, stood our ground and accomplished what we set out to do in a legal and civil manner.

In another meeting at Delaware, we discussed the strategy to improve our progress in this region. Members from the different state units came today and showed their comradery, commitment and their dedication to continue with the growth in this region their states and the NSM as a whole.

As we got to know more about each other during our discussions, we also decided to change the literature handout location after the meeting. We decided to go to the Christiana Mall, Newark, Delaware. It was great to see members in full uniform walking through the parking lot distributing the fliers.

One member was approached by a man from the military after he returned to his truck to find the handout under his windshield wiper. They had a good conversation the military man agreed to most of what the NSM is about.

He had brought up the Swastika being in the NSM shield on the handout, when he was explained that is a very misunderstood symbol. He understood why we use it. He had also brought the item of religion and how god states we are all created equally.

When the facts and statistics were laid out he also saw that was not so true. The last item he spoke about was the different races, our member explained not all members that are in the NSM are ‘racist,’ ‘Nazis’ or ‘White supremacists,’ and that our members are misunderstood. Our members realize that when politicians are not putting our country and citizens first, but their own person agenda, gain or ego, even though it destroys our country.

Our members are gaining in membership and supporters, because people are getting past the media bias about us, finding out about us themselves, and then realizing how much they agree with us and our views. We are here to take back our country from the sell out politicians and special interest groups. This was a great day here in the region and we expect more of a turn out for next months regional meeting and literature handout.

I give a major salute to all those dedicated members who attended.
We had a successful event during February in Manhattan Kansas! The afternoon started off with members and supporters trickling into town around noon, and meeting up over lunch. There connections were established and new comrades were introduced.

Following lunch, we walked around the area which was full of bars, music stores, and restaurants, obviously the community center of the college town. There we passed out hundreds of NSM88 Records Built for War sampler CDs and literature, and put many more on windshields along the main streets. There were lots of positive comments as the occasional car would drive by yelling “White Pride!”, and “The south will rise again!” For a liberal college town this was music to our ears.

As the snow began to move in we returned to a warm night in our hotel rooms, where introductions were formalized, future events were planned and announcements were made -- including the announcement that Sgt. Knowles is now appointed the NSM State Leader for Kansas.

Following the meeting, members and supporters began to unwind and relax, enjoying drinks and sharing stories that kept people laughing till after 4 am. The next morning, as the snow piled on, we said our goodbyes and wished each other a safe ride home, and reluctantly we parted ways till next time.

HAIL VICTORY!
UNIT AND REGION REPORTS
NSM Michigan Rally, By Commander Jeff Schoep

The rally on July 31st in Midland, MI. sponsored by Citizens Against Out of Control Government was a success, and it was an honor to have participated in it, alongside of our friends from the citizens group, NSM members, SSAG, Klan, and Christian Identity supporters. The media previously stated this rally was what they called United in Hate, due to the cross section of different speakers and members of various White patriot groups. The anti-racist section was as usual complete with a couple of low IQ hecklers, but most of the rest of their crowd listened during the speeches. The supporter section was nearly equal in numbers to the anti-section; therefore we opened the eyes and ears of many Americans on this day.

The rally began with a large PA system cranking out some excellent music by Saga, and then rally host Randy Gray began his speech. Gray covered his history in the struggle and his life growing up in California, along with his legal battle vs. the Midland area Republican Party, and many other subjects. Randy certainly has a talent for speaking and his voice boomed across the city streets for all to hear.

Next up was Pastor Jim Wickstrom of Posse Comitatus fame, and perhaps the most talented Christian Identity speaker in the United States. I have heard Pastor Wickstrom's sermons before on tape, but never met him or heard him in person. Wow, that man can speak, just hearing his message alone was enough to light a fire under anyone and motivate them to positive activism! If you like fire and brimstone speeches he is simply one of the best, a true inspiration to one and all!
Brian Holland was up next with a very politically astute talk, in which he reasoned with the audience, and posed commentary that completely took the wind out of the sails of those who opposed us on this day. Brian spoke on his platform, and why a vote for him is better than casting a vote for one of America’s the two party systems. Holland brings a very reasonable approach to White Nationalism that no one can argue with, and his message was clear and direct.

I spoke next and covered a variety of issues, specifically hammering on the illegal immigration issue, touching on Zionist control of our Government, and focusing heavily on trying to inspire the supporters in the audience by speaking of great American accomplishments, and why actions are 100 times more important than words. I further explained about NSM actions along the border, and other projects we take part in.

Another speaker was represented and covered the issue of the World Banks, and Zionist control over them. His words were well versed and his knowledge of the subjects was superb. Some of these subjects seemed to escape the audience a bit, but those who listened carefully came away all the wiser.

Overall the event was excellent with numerous segments of the White Patriot community in attendance on short notice. I would like to thank the NSM members that attended the event with us as well. You all are the best, of the best and I look forward to seeing you again...we keep the momentum rolling forward!

EDITOR’S NOTE:
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE...

John M., Country Leader for NSM-UK will show us that anti-White hatred by blacks is increasingly wide-spread around the world. The South African Boers are descended mainly from Dutch, Flemish and Frisian Calvinists, as well as French Huguenots and German Protestants who first arrived in the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa during 1652 – 1795. Today, their modern relatives are being slaughtered by blacks and other minorities, many of whom have connections to South African variants of the ARA!

Check out this compelling special report in our next issue!
UNIT AND REGION REPORTS
NSM vs. ACORN
By M.Sgt. Jeff Hall, NSM Region 11 Director

On February 6, 2010, twenty-one members of the NSM protested public allegations of Acorn’s voter registration fraud, embezzlement of taxpayer money, and willingness to participate in aiding a child prostitution ring.

Just before noon, proud NSM members marched down the sidewalks of Chula Vista into National City to demonstrate outside the infamous San Diego ACORN office that has been especially known for helping illegal aliens.

Our dedicated comrades enjoyed comraderie in rain that poured down heavy at times. One confused and disturbing individual tried to debate the Swastika and National Socialism, however quickly found himself in a losing battle with nothing to say in rebuttal to our honest and factual views on the issues and the Commie’s beliefs. The individual left speechless after only a minute of debating.

The handful of gawkers that had originally collected to watch the police activity (and see why the roads had been closed at a major intersection), quickly dispersed every time the rain increased. The confused individual who had earlier slammed in a debate did return with a bullhorn, but was only able to resort to name-calling. His contradictions in his own rants were a source of entertainment for all of us, and we had fun arguing and mocking the crazed Commie.

ACORN made a statement that their offices were closed Saturdays, however we were able to make contact with the San Diego ACORN office on previous Saturdays, and believe that the entire office building which ACORN rents an office space from was closed for the entire day due to our protest.

Either way we sent a clear message to ACORN that we do not want THEIR ‘reform’ or corruption. We do not want their employees embezzling our tax dollars. We do not want their voter registration fraud. We want fair elections and accountability. We want ACORN gone! And what ACORN needs to take note of is the fact that we have NSM Units in almost every state that they have offices.

February 6th, 2010 will be known as the day the NSM marched on the sidewalks of Chula Vista and National City virtually unopposed! Despite the poor weather conditions our members were in high spirits and continued protesting for a good time more than the schedule time of 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm. We would like to thank the cities of National City and Chula Vista and especially the police officers for their professionalism.
On May 29th, a mob of misguided members from the newly formed SoCal Anti-Racist Action commenced with their campaign of terror in Riverside, California in an attempt to drive out local families affiliated with the National Socialist Movement.

The hate filled ARA group targeted a family neighborhood in an absurd attempt to disturb a NSM meeting they believed to be held in a residential neighborhood.

The threat to families in the surrounding neighborhood was our main concern, considering these extreme left wing groups are well known for attacking women, children, the elderly, and have engaged in violence against police and anyone else who does not agree with their twisted worldview (mixture of communism and anarchism).

We responded to three of our members being assaulted with illegal weapons, and took to the streets in self defense. As chaos ensued on the streets, the local police took a ‘wait and see’ approach from blocks away.

The NSM quickly found themselves on the offensive and chasing off the cowards behind masks. We cleared the streets of Riverside in less than four minutes while the instigators abandoned their signs and brown beret hats, and retreated with their tails between their legs. A great distance away from the first assault the deranged individuals pleaded for their signs and hats. The proud patriots of the NSM stood their ground, and will always work to defend the streets of America from the agitators that threaten our neighborhoods or families.
UNIT AND REGION REPORTS
Rebel Hell/Total War show
By Commander Jeff Schoep

On a recent Saturday, about 30 NSM members enjoyed the Rebel Hell/Total War concert in Lansing, MI. sponsored by the Northern Hammerskins. The event was very successful with people attending from all over Michigan, and even some out of State Comrades from NSM, NHS, and other Pro-White orgs. Everything was well put together, and all in attendance had a great time! It was great for us to meet other racialists from Detroit and other parts of the state who we had not met before.

Total War opened up the show, and played a high energy, raw, angry set as most fans of the band expect. The original vocalist and drummer were on for Total War with a new man on guitar. Up next was Rebel Hell, this being the first time I had seen these guys play. I was very impressed with their talent, musicianship, and well written songs. Rebel Hell definitely ranks amongst the top talent of the currently active WP bands in the U.S.

NSM88 Records nsm88records.com was at the show, and passed out approx. 100 of the Built for War CD samplers to those in attendance.

Salutes to NHS for a well sponsored event! 88!

NSM LAS VEGAS, MARCH 20TH, AND APRIL 10TH REPORTS
By Josh D., Unit Leader, NSM-Nevada

On Saturday, March 20th, ten members of the NSM-Nevada marched outside the Mexican Consulate in Las Vegas. This was in support of a National White Pride Day, and in response to Mexican citizens marching through American streets and making demands for amnesty and immigration reform.

NSM members arrived outside the Mexican Consulate at noon, and marched between 4th Street and 3rd Street on Lewis at the courthouse. There was very little resistance at the Mexican Consulate, however our critics always make their presence known and they are always the most degenerate lot of people.

A group of about 25 homosexuals and Hispanic gang members collected outside the courthouse. The homosexuals engaged in public displays of excess affection and screamed vulgarities. The Hispanic gang members shouted, "brown pride" and meaningless hollow threats. All the opposition to the patriotic NSM rally was shut down with positive chants and staunch National Socialist love for race and nation.

This display of patriotism lasted over two hours, and a local news crew arrived and conducted
interviews. This was the first rally organized by NSM Nevada. We will not stand idly by as Mexican citizens march through our streets making demands from our representatives.

On **Saturday, April 10th**, four members of the NSM Nevada Unit hit the streets to protest the illegal immigrants rally for amnesty in downtown Vegas. Along with the help of crooked politicians, illegal aliens marched through our tax-funded streets making demands of our politicians. These two corrupt and extreme leftists and their Jew conspirators continue to fight for illegals and ignore the interests and wishes of the American people and their own constituents.

The unruly mob would have been unopposed if it was not for the brave members of the NSM. Today, the illegal aliens, open border advocates, and communists that mock our laws received a dose of what is soon to come; the rise of American patriots to demand the revival and restoration of law and order on national level.

At 1:30pm dedicated members of the NSM Nevada Unit marched from Bonneville and 3rd street to Las Vegas Blvd and Bridger where they found the Las Vegas strip closed for this un-American event. They were face to face with violent threats from Mexican citizens and communists who waved the red communist flag and Mexican flag. They were bombarded with racial slurs and chants that mocked all Whites and people who are proud of their European heritage and blood.

Despite the anger and hatred from the degenerates, the four members of the NSM Nevada Unit crossed the police barricades and marched into the crowd with an American flag and signs that denounced amnesty and illegal immigration. Chants rang out for illegals to go home as our dedicated members were surrounded by Mexican citizens and communists shouting and waving their flags.

"USA, USA, USA..." became the battle cry as our comrades faced off with violent *La Raza* types. With courage and dedication to the fight, Margaret from the Women’s Division went off on her own to outflank a large group to face off with this most vile bunch. Although emotions ran high and the situation escalated into violence, Margaret and all the members of the NSM stood their ground against the wild mob. The wildly aggressive and vile mob who claimed to be here simply for a better life, showed their true cowardice when they resorted to childish name-calling and refused to participate in an honest debate.

The Jewish media, true to form, did their job by filming the events described and conducting interviews with our members, only for the majority of the media to deny that there was any resistance or protesting at this rally for Amnesty.

According to the local news it was a peaceful rally that was unopposed. The police, true to form, did their job and threatened our comrades with arrest for disturbing the peace although it was our members that received death threats. Local politicians, true to form, did not do their jobs. Instead
of representing the American people, they stood with the illegals.

The protest is considered a success as we had a chance to discuss our political ideology and the movement with Whites that watched the spectacle from outside the police barricades, and we stood in opposition to the illegals that marched down our streets making demands from our politicians.

**NSM LAS VEGAS AFTER ACTION REPORT**

*By Various Contributors*

On June 5th, 2010 the Mexican Consulate in Las Vegas was the subject of scrutiny as 45 members of the National Socialist Movement along with half a dozen supporters raised their flags and protested the Mexican government and illegal immigration.

The NSM demands that Mexico care for its own citizens, and stop expecting American tax-payers to foot the bill for the increasing numbers of illegal aliens pouring through our open borders.

As more innocent blood on both sides of the border stains the hands of Mexican officials, the president of Mexico, Felipe Calderon, insulted America and criticized our 2nd Amendment rights during a recent visit to our nation. In light of the dignitaries as well as other Mexican officials blaming both American politics and American citizens for their country’s self-inflicted despair, the National Socialist Movement took a stand as patriotic Americans to demand that Mexico look *inward* with constraint to own the burden of their nation’s misfortune and grievances.

In the NSM’s Rally for Responsibility, members of the NSM demanded that Mexico take responsibility for the drug trafficking, drug wars, human smuggling, innocent deaths, kidnapping, and ruthless violence plaguing border towns. They demanded that Mexico take shared responsibility for open borders. They demanded that Mexican officials take the responsibility for fostering a corrupt government that drives its citizens out of their own homeland to escape
from the hardships and despair of their own nation that they physically see the bureaucrats harboring.

The National Socialist Movement proudly stood in defiance of the tyranny of both American and Mexican governments and the injustice and irresponsibility of the Mexican Government.

The march and Rally for Responsibility commenced a few blocks West of the Mexican Consulate as the sun beat down on the desert streets. Two-by-two, the NSM marched up to the Mexican Consulate and then to Fremont Street in front of the Fremont Street Experience.

The NSM circled the Mexican Consulate, and Fremont St. marching on Carson Avenue, Las Vegas Boulevard, and Ogden Avenue. Many locals and tourists watched on with amazement as the NSM and American flags flew high, and the members and supporters of the NSM were undeterred by the 106 degree heat – a heat on-par with that of Phoenix!

The new growth of members and supporters in the region guarantee Las Vegas will see future rallies. The obnoxious behavior of the enemies of the White race has strengthened the will of the local Nevada Unit. The Reclaim the Southwest campaign continues.

Later that evening, things heated up on Vegas Strip, when National Socialists took their message to the public again. After a successful rally earlier in the day in front of the Las Vegas area Mexican Consulate, members of the National Socialist Movement went to the vicinity of the lively Fremont Street Experience and the Bellagio Hotel water show. NSM continued its activism by flying their flags outside the Bellagio Hotel with photographers in-tow. They were attacked by deranged and beastly people who had nothing but contempt for freedom of speech. Even the photographers were targeted in the disgraceful and wretched aggression. The onslaught was clearly calculated out of anger.

Reinforcements from the NSM arrived as the situation escalated. The valiant comrades defended themselves and the photographers from the
repulsive crowd that chose *violence as an attempt to silence the voices* of the NSM members. The attacks proved *pointless* when the NSM held their ground, and the cowardly thugs walked off after brief encounters of violence or shouting and name calling. There were no injuries sustained by NSM members or the photographers.

Our Party quickly became of great interest to hundreds of people that night. One white male with an iron cross tattoo had his girlfriend run back to their vehicle so that they could have their picture taken with the National Socialists. Many other white patrons of the area give straight arm salutes at the sight of the interesting bunch.

**Captain Wilson**, a mountain of a man with the NSM, doned a black combat Kevlar helmet both for effect and for safety purposes. Another comrade is wearing civilian attire while carrying the NSM flag on a pole. Flashes of cameras appear to create an electronic lighting storm as the scene progressed down the strip.

In typical Las Vegas fashion, other colorful characters were encountered along the way. Two Elvis impersonators, Captain Jack, Borat, Batman, and others in outfits clamored to have their photographs taken with these modern day National Socialists.

A busload of tourists gawked at the scene. Several mothers ask for the group to pose for photos and videos to send home to their families. Emotions run high as partiers approach the NSM crew. A few gangbanger types characters make idle threats. However, many black patrons in the area are quickly disarmed with facts, after we establish dialogue with them explaining that we are a White Civil Rights group with no violence planned for the civilians in the area.

Many received a deep education regarding the Jewish involvement of the slave trade as well as the Irish slave situation in suppressed American history. Amazingly, quite a few agitated blacks are instantly converted by our words and stood in solidarity offering Black Power fists alongside the National Socialists saluting storm troopers. This did not bode well with one militant black instigator.

A half-pint sized black male rushed down the Strip falsely accusing the NSM members of shouting "Kill all the niggers!" He approaches every large group of blacks and Mexicans he can find, most of whom initially take the bait, but are once again subdued by our truthful message.

Nevertheless, the evening is not without violence. A group of violent gangbanger-looking Mexicans and blacks quickly descend upon the group with insults, threats and epithets. A Jew brought a group who immediately began adding fuel to the fire. The main Jew attempts to spit phlegm upon us and the other members of the party when he is addressed.

He is advised that hacking phlegm upon someone is considered *assault*, and that if his spit lands on the party, self-defense would be in-order.

He immediately decides he does not wish to engage the National Socialists in such a manner.
Meanwhile, the Mexicans and blacks decide to attempt battery upon the NSM members. The anti-White racial verbal abuse continues while a supporter is *sucker punched* in the face and head repeatedly. Captain Wilson was engaged by a throng of Mexicans who attempt to hold him down while another takes full on swings into his face and head.

Yet another member of the party is likewise engaged. A flag pole *snaps*, and one of the NS flags is thrown by this criminal gang into the Bellagio pool! Kicks and punches fly. Amazingly, the vastly outnumbered NSM not only fight back, they hold their own. Eventually, they even begin to push back the aggressors. The vicious attack is routed for the time being.

Out of breath, and bruised, with broken fingers in some cases, the NSM regains its footing and prepares for the next round against them.

This time, they form a wedge formation and put their guard up, fully prepared to defend ourselves once again.

Several of the non-white gangbangers take flight when they hear sirens from traffic cops working the area. *Several others take to foot when they realize that these men are not going down so easily without a serious fight!*

Reinforcements are promptly called. Local NSM members and several California NSM members rush to the area after a fast drive. The NSM numbers jump to nearly twenty members and supporters! This time the NSM flag is carried like a banner by two beautiful White women with a security throng of NSM troops in tow.

The ladies of the NSM were as eager to defend their civil rights as much as the men. Although, a Jewish female made several lame attempts to tear the flag from the NSM women, she quickly learned that such a feat was not possible.

A police officer ordered the members to contact hotel security to retrieve the NS flag from the lake. Soon, a cordon of police and security were involved. A young skinhead from California was actually allowed to swim underwater to retrieve the Swastika flag after initial attempts by hotel maintenance were unsuccessful. He was proudly rewarded with the task of defending the symbol of honor after he rescued the item.

An Asian and several other non-white tourists stepped up to offer themselves as witnesses that the *NSM members’ civil rights were clearly violated*. This incident was documented on record as a ‘hate crime’ committed against White Americans.

A reporter was likewise assaulted and another threatened for simply covering the situation. One reporter who was attacked also became listed as a victim, and had to kick the main black agitator who was then detained by security. Extra scrutiny was placed upon the NSM members as an extensive detainment, and "weapon’s search" was conducted for over an hour.

No weapons were used or found on the NSM other than bruised knuckles and broken fingers. A camera was also damaged in this anti-White hate crime incident. *The important part is that White Americans took a stand against Zionist tyranny and non-white aggression. This is a landmark case*
where all Whites can finally show that when our free speech rights, our rights to assemble, our rights of expression, and our civil rights are violated; we will exercise our inalienable right of self-defense.

FINAL WORD
By KJ, Managing Editor, NSM MAGAZINE

During a recent border action and press conference, I noticed a fellow journalist asking one of our comrades, "Why don’t you like being called, 'Nazi'?" The fellow continued to slyly bait the fellow with the fact that 'Nazi' is a contraction for the name of the National Socialist German Workers' Party in Germany during World War Two. It is ALSO a word that has been wrongly demonized by many around the world. And by attempting to goad the comrade into accepting to be called a 'Nazi,' the journalist was likely hoping to evoke a 'guilt-by-association' response in his liberal readers. 'Nazi' is largely a mass-image constructed by the media. Nazi is also a derogatory nickname making fun of the German pronunciation of "National," as in Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei.

So, to be a 'Nazi' is to be a hard-ass, perhaps someone who is misunderstood and specifically targeted by the media, or maybe someone who just can’t say its derivational word without accent.

In the jaded world of television comedy, it means being an insanely rule-bound chef who makes you order your soup in an almost psychotically precise way. In the ‘modern’ world, the word, 'Nazi,’ is ironically and tragically seen as being ‘too White.’ However, the mediamasters have it all wrong.

We are not 'Nazis,’ but National Socialists. We relish and savor the proud heritage of our Nazi forefathers, but, we are not them. We are White. Nor will we be demeaned by the convoluted ‘constructs’ that attempt to put us on the defensive for merely being White. 'Nazi’ or not...it’s "no soup" for those who attempt to pigeonhole us into a negative descriptive 'box' of their own choosing.

We, however, chose to be White National Socialists and prove the stereotypes wrong! And no matter how you create the image of what we are, the thunder of boots, hearts and minds still echoes as loudly today as it did in the past. It’s just that we are not marching their beat, or to their drummer!